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Aim of the Civil Protection Act 82/2008








Civil Protection aim is to minimize or eliminate risk to people, property,
environment and society with mitigation activities
In this context the legislation promotes risk assessment and resilience – with the
focus is risk reduction/preparedness
All hazards approach – from natural catastrophes
human actions, pandemics, military action
or other
Provide emergency relief and assistance
due to any injury or damage that may occur
or has occurred.
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Why risk assessment in emergency management
The process of identifying potential hazards and analyze what could happen if hazard occurs, is an
essential first step in emergency management



The interdependency of hazards and risk – cascading risk, acceptable risk



Addresses uncertainty - when allocating scarce resources for risk treatment and emergency
prevention and preparedness measures



Based on best available information – for policy – and decision making



Qualitative and quantitative methods - scalability



Take into account human and cultural factors – interaction between a
hazard and a vulnerable population that can disrupt lives,
economic- environmental, social and political stability.
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It is not a one time event – flexible and current, socially constructedacceptable risk



To inform the public and authorities about the risk

?

Data for volcanic risk assessments in Iceland
• Risk profiling and assessment in Civil Protection Districts
• Scientific projects
•
•
•

EU –FUTUREVOLC – monitoring and evaluation of volcanic hazard - risk communication
NORDRESS – resilience – studies on ash and gas in vulnerable areas during Holuhraun/Bárdarbunga
eruption http://nordress.hi.is
Catalogue project http://icelandicvolcanoes.is

• Simulations and modelling the hazard
• Scientific Advisory Board of the Civil Protection
• Guided by Hyogo and Sendai – UNISDR
•
•
•
•

Understanding risk – Focusing on reducing disaster loss, risk and vulnerability
Risk informed development and governance – knowledge, policy guidance and decision making tools
Incentives for risk reduction – building codes, insurance, beliefs and tradition
Shared responsibility - invest in disaster preparedness – Build Back Better
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PRE-ERUPTION
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RISK
ASSESSMENT

Why Risk Assessment for Civil Protection
The law on Civil Protection stipulates risk reduction and resilience
 Cooperative




approach

Local authorities, stakeholders, National agencies
scientists – the same method in all districts

Risk profiling and assessment- the likelihood and consequences

were quantified to the greatest possible extent.


Product: Risk matrix and scenarios prioritizing actions for mitigation measures

ISO 31000 Risk Management Principle and Guidelines
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What can we expect?
Storm surge and
floods from the
sea in South
Iceland

1990

1995

Volcanic
eruptions in
Vatnajökull

1996, 1998,

2 deadly snow
avalanches in the
Western Fjords
Súðvík and Flateyri

Hekla
Grímsvötn Earthquakes in
Volcanic eruption
eruption eruption South Iceland –
in Eyjafjallajökull
Selfoss district

2000

2004 2008

Earthquakes in SouthIceland – Hvolsvöllur
district

2009

Pandemic
influenza
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2010

Múlakvísl
glacial
flood

2011

Snow
storm, with
power
outage and
massive
sheep
death

Volcanic
eruption
Bárðarbunga Öræfajökull
Holuhraun
Extreme
weather

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018

Volcanic
Volcanic
eruption at eruption in
Fimmvörðu- Grímsvötn
háls

Dead fish
pollution
in fjords in
West
Iceland

Landslides
and floods in
north Iceland

Floods
in South
Iceland

Different challenges in different eruptions– since 1973
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from Heimaey to Holuhraun – what can we expect?



The Vestmannaeyjar eruption in 1973 at Heimaey– lavaflow, ash and gas/social challenges/ evacuation



The Krafla eruption 1975 -84 – infrastructure – power plant development jeopardized /economic
challenges



Gjálp in Vatnajökull – 1996 flash floods /jökulhlaup– with damage to the environments, roads,
powerlines and bridges



The Fimmvörðuháls eruption in 2010 – large scale crowd control/tourist eruption



The Eyjafjallajökull eruption in 2010 – ash distribution and aviation disruptions world wide



The Grímsvötn eruption in 2011 – ash distribution mostly at a local level, aviation disruptions



The Bárðarbunga seismic activity and the eruption in Holuhraun 2014 – toxic gas/potential flooding

Collaboration and cooperation
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By law the Icelandic Met Office deals with monitoring the hazards and gives
out warnings and the Icelandic Civil Protection deals with risk and mitigation
measures except for snow avalanches.
These and more institutions are involved in projects that are funded by The
National Avalanche and Landslide Fund, with contribution from FutureVolc,
ICAO, IRCA, National Power Company and more
GOSVA - Integrated risk assessment of volcanoes in Iceland:


Icelandic volcanoes – catalogue – basic information on volcanoes in Iceland



Risk assessment of floods triggered by volcanic eruptions, volcanogenic floods (2016)



Pilot Project on disaster risk assessment to critical infrastructure in communities very close to volcanoes – two
Civil Protection areas Suðurnes and Vestmannaeyjar (well under way)



Vulnerability of ecosystems near Hekla to ash



Hazard assessment of Skaftárhlaup



Initial risk assessment of explosive eruptions in Iceland (just started)
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http://

/

http://icelandicvolcanos.is
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Volcanogenic Floods

(Emmanuel Pagneux and Matthew J Roberts 2016)

Hazard and risk maps – Hazard and risk
assessment for volcanic eruption in
Öræfajökull is the basis for an
emergency evacuation plan.
Assessment of flood duration and/or
pyroclastic flows to reach the highway
(20 – 27 min) SMS messages will be sent
to mobile phones in the area.
Two major eruptions in 1362 and 1727

Collaboration and coordination
Scientific Advisory Board of the Civil Protection. During quiet time
scientists and Civil Protection authorities meet 2 – 3 times a year to
identify and analyze potential hazards.
 During volcanic eruptions the Civil Protection Scientific Advisory Board
meets every day to assess the situation and publish the assessment.
 Short term and long term assessments – scientist from the IMO
Environmental Agency, Earth Science Institute, the Medical Directorate
of Health (epidemiology), the Occupational Safety and Health Agency
and the Food and Veterinary Agency. Experts from other agencies or
institutes are called to the task if their expertise is required.
 Regular Civil Protection information meetings with the public and
scientists
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Holuhraun eruption – Every day hazard assessments –
scenarios by the CP Scientific Advisory Board
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The eruption in Holuhraun continues until the subsidence
of the Bardarbunga caldera stops.
The eruption can still go on for many months.
The volcanic fissure may lengthen southwards under
Dyngjujokull, resulting in a jokulhlaup and an
ash-producing eruption. It is also possible that eruptive
fissures could develop in another location under the glacier
If such an eruption would be prolonged it could eventually
produce a lava flow.
Volcanic eruption in the Bardarbunga caldera. Such an
eruption would melt large quantities of ice,
leading to a major jokulhlaup, accompanied by ash fall.
Other scenarios cannot be excluded.

The hazard assessment required risk assessment for each scenario
The Holuhraun/Bárðarbunga eruption
IMO gas dispersal forecasting tool -Monitoring data from
the Environmental Agency (hazard assessment)
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Modelled gas distribution
(Harmonie model from IMO)

• Models and simulation
Jökulhlaup/glacial outburst
floods
• Seismic, geodetic,
hydrological and landscape
monitoring

The Civil Protection performed risk assessments for each
scenario for mitigation purpose in collaboration with
stakeholders


SO2 Gas emission



Cell broadcasting
SMS
SO2 concentration
>1500 µg m-3.



Protective gears



Goggles and masks



Handheld gas meters



Risk Assessment: flooding from Vatnajökull with the potential breakdown of 40% of
electricity in Iceland



Response/evacuation plans for ash/tephra and jökulhlaup



Civil Protection Alert phase and Access restrictions



Sheep roundup in a vast area



Information meetings with residents and governmental authorities

Monitoring data from
the Environmental
Agency

Joint Nordic Risk assessment for volcanic dry fog
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Effects on:
• Human life
• Health
• Economic values
• Infrastructure
• Environment
• Livelihood
• Vulnerability

Challenges for risk assessments
• Risk is all about uncertainty
• We need a systematic application of policies, procedures and
practices
• As reliable information as possible for decision making, disaster
planning, land use planning, and socio-economic activities that are
influenced by volcanic activity
• Research of perception, experience, acceptance, interpretation of
volcanic risk
• If the risk is not properly evaluated the risk assessment itself becomes
the biggest risk
Guðrún Jóhannesdóttir
www.almannavarnir.is
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THANK YOU!
Hekla volcano
picture Oddur Sigurðsson
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